Sleeve
TSS100002GL | 13"–14"
TSS100102GL | 11"–12"  
- Blue
TSS100004GL | 13"–14"
TSS100104GL | 11"–12"  
- Gray

Drawstring Backpack
TSB964GL | 15"  
- Black
TSB96403GL | 15"  
- Slate Blue
TSB96404GL | 15"  
- Gray

Backpack
TSB945BT | 15"  
- Black

East-West Tote
TST599GL | 15"  
- Black

Convertible 2-in-1 Messenger/Backpack
TSB965GL | 15"  
- Black

2-in-1 Tote/Backpack
TSB948BT | 15"  
- Black
The Newport Collection is inspired by the Californian way of life. Designed with sleek and sophisticated exteriors and sunset-inspired interiors, each bag encapsulates the contemporary lifestyle of the modern go-getter.